
 A selection guide to NRS Healthcare bed rails, bed guards and bed sticks

Code Product
Divan Beds Wooden Framed Beds Medical Beds Max user weight

Rigid base Sprung base Profiling Slatted Frame Ottoman Bed Profiling Standard Bariatric Kg St

Bed Rails – a bed-rail is designed to assist a user getting in and out of bed

M76333 Easyfit Bedrail with Straps ✔ ✔ ✘ ✔ ✘ ✘ ✘ ✘ 190 30

P42809 Folding Easyfit Bedrail ✔ ✔ ✘ ✔ ✘ ✘ ✘ ✘ 127 20

M48192 2in1 Bedrail ✔ ✘ ✘ ✔ ✘ ✘ ✘ ✘ 160 25

P94367 Community Bedrail Mk 2 ✘ ✘ ✘ ✘ ✘ ✘ ✔ ✘ 160 25

P63991 Easyfit Plus Bedrail MK2 Std ✔* ✔* ✔* ✔ ✘ ✔ ✘ ✘ 160 25

P64004 Easyfit Plus Bedrail MK2 Tall ✔* ✔* ✔* ✔ ✘ ✔ ✘ ✘ 160 25

M54234 NRS Standard Bed Stick ✔ ✔ ✘ ✔ ✘ ✘ ✘ ✘ 190 30

G21808 Rise Easy Bed Aid (Single) ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✘ ✔ ✘ ✘ 127 20

G21819 Rise Easy Bed Aid (Double) ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✘ ✔ ✘ ✘ 127 20

Bed Guards (Cot Sides) - a bed-guard is designed to prevent a user falling out of bed, and not to aid getting in and out of bed

P42434 Easyfit Bedguard (Single) ✔ ✔ ✘ ✔ ✔ ✘ ✘ ✘ N/A N/A

P78222 Easyfit Bedguard (Double) ✔ ✔ ✘ ✔ ✔ ✘ ✘ ✘ N/A N/A

Suitability 
rating

✔
Suitable

✘
Unsuitable
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* Requires a clearance of >30mm under bed

https://www.nrshealthcare.co.uk/bedroom-seating-aids/bed-aids/bed-safety-support-rails/nrs-easyfit-bed-rail
https://www.nrshealthcare.co.uk/bedroom-seating-aids/bed-aids/bed-safety-support-rails/nrs-folding-easyfit-bed-rail
https://www.nrshealthcare.co.uk/bedroom-seating-aids/bed-aids/bed-safety-support-rails/nrs-2-in-1-bed-rail
https://www.nrshealthcare.co.uk/bedroom-seating-aids/bed-aids/bed-safety-support-rails/nrs-community-bed-grab-handle-mk2
https://www.nrshealthcare.co.uk/bedroom-seating-aids/bed-aids/bed-safety-support-rails/easyfit-plus-bedrail-mk2-tall
https://www.nrshealthcare.co.uk/bedroom-seating-aids/bed-aids/bed-safety-support-rails/easyfit-plus-bedrail-mk2-tall
https://www.nrshealthcare.co.uk/bedroom-seating-aids/bed-aids/bed-safety-support-rails/nrs-standard-bed-stick
https://www.nrshealthcare.co.uk/bedroom-seating-aids/bed-aids/bed-safety-support-rails/rise-easy-double
https://www.nrshealthcare.co.uk/bedroom-seating-aids/bed-aids/bed-safety-support-rails/rise-easy-double
https://www.nrshealthcare.co.uk/bedroom-seating-aids/bed-aids/bed-safety-support-rails/nrs-easyfit-bedguard-2
https://www.nrshealthcare.co.uk/bedroom-seating-aids/bed-aids/bed-safety-support-rails/nrs-easyfit-bedguard


Rigid Divan Base
These beds have a rigid mattress base which provides a 
stable support for fitting a bedrail.

Slatted Frame Beds
This bed base consists of a 
wooden or steel frame with  
either fixed or loose slats.

Where the slats are fixed, a bedrail 
can be secured using the straps 
provided

Where the slats are loose, then 
bedrail cannot be fixed using 
the straps, unless the slats are 
screwed down to the base. 

Refer to the user instrctions 
supplied with the bedrail for 
more information.

Ottoman Base Bed
Ottoman beds have an elevating bed frame that allows storage 
under the bed.

It is not suitable for most types of bedrail.

Profiling Framed Bed
This is a wooden or metal framed  base that 
incorporates an elevating backrest and legrest. It is not 
suitable for fixing bedrails to the top of the profiling 
sections

With this type of bed we recommend using a bedrail 
that fixes to the floor, such as the EasyFit Plus Bedrail.

Medical Bed
A medical / care bed typically has a steel frame, and is height adjustable, with profiling mattress sections.

We only recommend using a bedrail designed specifically for this type of bed, such as the NRS Community Bed Grab Handle.

Sprung Divan Base
These beds have a sprung 
divan base, which provides 
extra comfort.

However the spung base 
is flexible, and does not 
provide a secure base to fit 
a bedrail on top.

Refer to the user instrctions 
supplied with the bedrail for 
more information.

With this type of bed we 
recommend using a bedrail 
that fixes to the floor, such 
as the EasyFit Plus Bedrail.

Left: Sprung edge divan base  
Right: Firm edge divan base

Profiling Divan
This is a divan base that incorporates an elevating backrest 
and legrest. 

It is not suitable for fixing bedrails to the top of the profiling 
sections

With this type 
of bed we 
recommend using 
a bedrail that fixes 
to the floor, such 
as the EasyFit Plus 
Bedrail.
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